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UNITED STATES 

2,102,323 

PATENT OFFICE 
2,102,323 

swMMING TRUNKS 
Arthur R. Kneibler, Kenosha, Wis., assignor to Coopers Incorporated, 

poration of Wisconsin 
Kenosha, Wis., a cor 

Application March 19, 1937, Serial No. 131,759 
5 Claims. 

This invention relates to swimming or bathing 
trunks particularly designed for men's use, al 
though not restricted thereto. 
The main objects of the invention are to pro 

vide Swimming trunks which will be exception 
ally comfortable to wear; to provide swimming 
trunks which will provide the wearer with desir 
able body support to thereby improve the posture 
of the wearer and to add attractiveness to the 
figure; to provide means for effectively main 
taining the Swimming trunks in proper position 
On the Wearer; and in general, it is the object 
of the invention to provide improved swimming 
trunkS. - 

Other objects and advantages will be under 
stood by reference to the following specification 
and accompanying drawings (2 sheets), wherein 
Swimming trunks embodying a selected form of 
construction is illustrated. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation; 
Fig. 2 is a central Section through the garment 

illustrating the inside of the rear portion of the 
garment; 

Fig. 3 is a section showing the inside of the 
front portion of the garment; 

Figs. 4 and 5 are sections on the lines 4-4 and 
5-5 respectively of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 6 is an elevation of the material blank emi 
ployed in forming an outer garment member, 
and 

Fig. 7 is an exploded view, illustrating the va 
rious material sections employed in forming an 
inner garment member. 

Referring now to the drawings, the Swimming 
trunks herein contemplated embodies inner and 
outer garments, respectively designated 8 and 9 
in their entireties. 
The outer garment 8 is preferably made of 

Wool or other similar material which is preferred 
for swimming garments. The outer garment may 
be made in any desired manner, but in this in 
stance it is preferred that it be made from a 
single blank of material such as shown in Fig. 6. 
The blank of material there illustrated embodies 
a back part ?o and a front part integrally 
connected by a crotch-forming part 2. The 
material blank shown in Fig. 6 is folded upon 
itself so as to align the opposite ends 3 and 4 
thereof and the adjacent side edges of the over 
lapped blank portions are then stitched together, 
thereby to form outer trunks having leg open 
ings substantially as illustrated in Fig. 1. Belt 
retaining loops such as indicated at 5 may be 
secured to the Outer trunks at desirable places to 

(C. 128-159) 
position a belt 6 which normally is employed 
for maintaining the garment on the wearer, but 
which in this garment is employed mainly for 
the purpose of providing an attractive finished 
appearance to the garment. Because of the con 
struction of the inner garment about to be de 
Scribed, the belt 6 is not essential and may be 
Omitted if desired. It is, however, preferred that 
a belt of color contrasting to the color of the 
outer trunks be employed largely as a matter of 
attractive appearance. Also, if desired one of 
the belt loops 5 may be made in the form of a 
Coin pocket as indicated. 
The inner garment 9 comprises a waist portion 

20 and a lower portion 2. The waist portion is 
preferably made of two sections of relatively 
heavy and strong elastic webbing indicated at 
2 and 22 in Fig. 7, the portion 2 constituting 
the front forming portion and the portion 22 
constituting the rear forming portion. The por 
tions 2 and 22 have their ends united so as to 
form a body-encircling band which is stretchable 
to conform to the wearer's body. It is preferred 
that the front portion 2 be made somewhat 
Wider in its Central portion as indicated so as to 
Overlie the abdominal regions to thereby provide 
a desired abdominal Supporting effect. The elas 
tic elements 2 and 22 are preferably made of 
knitted material in which rubber or latex strands 
or threads are incorporated in the knitting proc 
ess so as to extend lengthwise of the sections 
Whereby the Waist-encircling portion is adequate 
ly resistant to stretching, so as to provide the 
said abdominal supporting effect. 
The lower porion 2 of the inner trunks is also 

preferably formed of knitted material which is 
elastic transversely of the direction of its Wales, 
but relatively inelastic lengthwise of its Wales. 
The said lower portion comprises a back forming 
section 23, front side forming sections 24 and 25 
and a two-ply central front forming Section 26. 
The inner edges 27, 27 of the respective front side 
sections 24 and 25 are stitched as indicated at 
28 to the respectively adjacent edge portions of 
the two-ply central front section 26. The outer 
edges 29 of the side front sections 24 and 25 are 
respectively stitched to the adjacent edges of the 
rear section 23 as indicated at. 30 (Fig. 4). The 
lower edges of the central front section 26 and 
the rear section 23 are also stitched together as 
indicated at 3 (Fig. 5). The continuous upper 
edge of the lower section formed by uniting the 
sections 23, 24, 25, and 26 as above explained, is 
then stitched as indicated at 32 to the lower 
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portion 2D and the lower portion 2 cooperate to. 
form complete inner trunks having leg openings. 
As indicated in Figs. 5 and 7, the central front 

section 2B is made somewhat longer than the cor 
responding portion of the back section so that 
the seam 3 uniting the lower ends of said sec 
tions is disposed somewhat rearwardly of the 
center portion of the crotch part of the gar 
'ment, which is formed by the lower extensions of 
said central front section and back section. By 
so positioning the sean , the comfort charac 
teristic of the garment is improved. 
The inner trunks thus formed is placed within 

the outer trunks and the upper marginal portion 
38 of the outer trunks is then turned inwardly and 
downwardly over the inside of the upper marginal 
portion of the waist portion of the inner trunks. 
The inwardly and downwardly turned marginal 
portion 38 is then secured in place by suitable 
stitching indicated at 84 which extends all the 
way around the garment and serves to perma 
nently unite the inner and Outer garments ada 
cent the upper edges of the Waist portions there 
of. 
The stitching employed at the various seams 

indicated is preferably of the well-known type 
which will permit stretching of the material 
where required or desired, so as not to inter 
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fere with yielding of the garment to conform to 
the wearer's body. 

Both the inner and outer trunks are preferably 
made of knitted materia and in the outer gar 
ment it is desired that the Wales of the knitted 
material extend substantially vertically of the 
garment. 
The knitted material employed in making the 

inner trunks is preferably of a lighter weight 
cotton material and the sections used in forming 
the lower portion of the inner trunks are prefer 
ably so arranged that the wales thereof extend 
vertically of the garment. By so arranging the 
sections, it will be observed that the Wales of 
material in the crotch forming portion of the 
inner trunks extend vertically or from front to 
back and substantially parallel with the adjacent 
inner portions of the edges of the leg Openings, 
Hence, the inner portions of the leg opening edges 
are relatively inextensible. The Wales of the ma 
terial in the portions of the inner trunks adjacent 
the Outer edgeportions of the leg openings extend 
transversely of such edge portions, so that said 
Outer edge portions are adapted to be stretched 
considerably. The leg openings in the inner gar 
ment especially are preferably made so that when 
the garment is applied, the leg openings will be 
enlarged, the enlargement resulting in stretching 
mainly of the Outer leg Opening portions. To 
reinforce the said Outer leg opening portions, 
elastic straps 35 embodying rubber strands are 
associated with said Outer leg opening portions, 
said straps being enclosed within edge bindings 
8 and secured in place by stitching indicated at 
37, which also serves to secure the said edge bind 

85 
ing in place. 
The inner trunks portions are preferably so 

shaped that the leg opening edges of the inner 
trunks approximately coincide and line up with 

70 
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the groins of the wearer. When the leg openings 
are enlarged, the leg elastics 35 serve to provide 
a definite and material stretching action on the 
crotch portion of the inner trunks between the leg 
openings, whereby the crotch portion is stretched 
both lengthwise and transversely so as to provide 
a smooth, body-conforming fit. 
The elastic waist portion of the inner garment 

is made of such size that when the garment is 
worn, said waist portion will be stretched. Owing 
to its normal tendency to contract to its un 
stretched condition, the waist portion will ade 
quately hold the bathing trunks in proper place 5 
on the wearer and also supply the desired abr 
dominal supporting effect, the latter being some 
what enhanced by the centrally increased width 
of the front portion of said waist band. Thesnug 
fitting leg openings are also advantageous in that 10 
they effectively prevent exposure regardless of the 
posture of the wearer. 
The inner trunks is designed to fit more or less 

snugly on the person, whereas the outer trunks, 
being less taut, Smoothes Out body contours and 15 
thereby produces the desired attractive appear 
aCe 
Changes in the described structure may be 

made without departing from the spirit of the 
invention, the scope of which should be deter- 20 
mined by reference to the following claims, the 
same being construed as broadly as possible con 
sistent with the state of the art. 

I claim: 
1. A swimming garment comprising outer 25 

trunks, and relatively independent inner trunks 
of different material than said outer trunks, said 
outer and inner trunks having their waist por 
tions united, said inner trunks having a wide waist 
portion of elastic material constituting an ab-, 30 
dominal support and a lower portion of softer 
material of less elasticity. 

2. A swimming garment comprising outer 
trunks, and relatively independent inner trunks 
of different material than said outer trunks, said 35 
outer and inner trunks having their waist por 
tions united, said inner trunks having a wide waist 
portion of relatively strong, elastic material con 
stituting an abdominal support, and a lower por 
tion of softer less elastic material, said lower 40 
portion having a body supporting crotch part 
of material which is elastic transversely and rela 
tively inelastic longitudinally of the garment, said 
Crotch part being secured to and thereby sup 
ported from said waist band. 45 
3. A swimming garment comprising outer 

trunks, and relatively independent inner trunks 
of different material than said outer trunks, said 
Outer and inner trunks having their waist por 
tions united, said inner trunks having a wide waist go 
portion of relatively strong, elastic material con 
stituting an abdominal Support, and a waist por 
tion of Softer less elastic material, said lower 
portion comprising a back part depending from 
the back of said waist portion and a front part. 55 
having a centrally disposed body supporting 
crotch section of material which is elastic trans 
versely of the garment but relatively inelastic 
longitudinally thereof, said crotch section being 
Secured at its front or upper end to the front of 60 
said waist portion and having its lower or rear 
end secured to the lower end of said back part, 
the adjacent side edges of said front and back 
parts being united. 

4. A swimming garment comprising outer 65 
trunks, and relatively independent inner trunks 
of different material than said outer trunks, said 
outer and inner trunks having their waist portions 
united, said inner trunks having a wide waist por 
tion of relatively strong, elastic material consti- 70 
tuting an abdominal support, and a waist portion 
of softer less elastic material, said lower portion 
comprising a back part depending from the back 
of said waist portion and a front part having a 
centrally disposed two-ply body supporting crotch 75 . 
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section of material which is elastic transversely 
of the garment but relatively inelastic longitudi 
nally thereof, said crotch Section being secured at 
its front or upper end to the front of said waist 
portion and having its lower or rear end secured 
to the lower end of said back part, the adjacent 
side edges of said front and back parts being 
united. 

5. A Swimming garment comprising Outer 
trunks and relatively independent, inner trunks 
of different material than said outer trunks, said 
Outer and inner trunks having their waist portions 
united, said inner trunks being sufficiently Smaller 
than said outer trunks to permit the inner trunks 
to lie Smoothly within and be wholly concealed 
by the outer trunks, said inner trunks comprising 
a wide waist portion of relatively strong elastic 
material constituting an abdominal support, and 
a lower portion of soft, knitted material of less 
elasticity than said waist portion, said lower por 
tion comprising a back part depending from the 
back of said waist portion, and a front part hav 

3 
ing a centrally disposed Crotch Section, said crotch 
Section being Secured at its front or upper end to 
the front of said Waist portion and having its 
lower or rear end secured to the lower end of said 
backportion, the adjacent side edges of said front 
and back parts being united, the Wales of the 
material in said Crotch Section and adjacent the 
inner portions of said leg openings formed by said 
crotch section extending substantially parallel 
with the inner leg opening edges, whereby the 
latter are relatively inextensible, the Wales of the 
material in said front part adjacent the outer leg 
opening portions extending transversely of said 
outer leg opening portions, whereby the latter are 
resiliently extensible, and elastic elements associ 
ated with said leg openings and stretchable with 
said outer leg opening edge portions so as to tend 
to stretch said inner leg Opening edgeportions and 
the intermediate crotch portion to maintain a 

O 

smooth, body-conforming and supporting fit in 20 
the crotch portion of the garment. 

ARBUR. R. KNEBER, 


